GIS MAPPER

FULLTIME TEMPORARY – Monday – Friday 7AM-3:30PM

This is an excellent opportunity with a company that is located in North Phoenix, AZ. This is a long-term assignment. Eligible for PTO and Holiday pay after 90 days.

JOB LOCATION
Phoenix, AZ

PAY RANGE
$18.50/hr

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

• Position will involve reviewing, generating, revising, and updating land maps using Microstation, GIS, and/or GIS platforms;
• Maintaining current and accurate natural gas pipeline alignment information.
• The candidate will be utilizing GIS and database software to gather, analyze data, develop, review, and process data related to the natural gas industry.
• The ideal candidate will possess previous experience working in Microstation, GIS, or AutoCAD.

REQUIRED SKILLS, EDUCATION, AND EXPERIENCE

• Provide support and research in development, maintenance, updating and retrieving information from various GIS related files and relational databases.
• GIS experience (ESRI ArcGIS preferred)
• Proficient knowledge of AutoCAD
• Utility drafting / mapping is a plus
• Preferred knowledge of MapGuide / assessors maps / records
• Problem resolution skills
• Mapping of natural and liquid gas pipelines
• Participate in the design, development and creation of databases, maps and other related projects.
• Alignment drawings and suggested reroutes
• Conduct research to locate and obtain existing databases.
• Must be able to create, read and understand pipeline alignment sheets
• Permit and plot drawings using manual and electronic survey data
• Working knowledge of basic pipeline construction and field operations
• Excellent computer skills and the ability to maintain existing databases and database integrity
• Ability to analyze geographic relationships among varying types of data and solve problems using the GIS suite of tools.

Drug Screen required upon hire.
Background Screen required upon hire.

TO APPLY: Contact David Hainlen, Staffing Manager, Allstaff Services, dhainlen@allstaffaz.com